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To recap, the previous proposal had a landscaped route through the middle, and a planted courtyard 
open to the south-west. This was replaced in May with a development tight to the perimeter leaving two
courtyards for light, air and amenity. At 18m x 22m approximately these correspond to what used to be 
the minimum back to back distances for 2 storey houses in suburban areas, but here they are flanked by 
4-8-14 storey buildings.

The current revisions they say respond to 2 main criticisms, "1 bed flat" sizes and daylighting. These are 
likely to be the residual criticisms of officers when they looked at the revised proposals submitted in 
May.

The response, they say, has been to change the structural approach from pre-cast concrete to in-situ 
reinforced concrete frame, which allows more design flexibility. This has been used to introduce a small 
number of side windows to some flats, while also reducing the height of the tower by 2 floors to 14 
storeys.

To prove the point they have illustrated this change thus:

I particularly like the translucent woman, who will help allow light through into the internal bedrooms 
and other areas.

Here is a typical
courtyard now:

(continues)



There may have been other reasons for changing the structural approach, and this change may also 
explain the basement drainage and refuse revisions, as the overall accommodation is the same.  It is 
possible that it's cheaper than the precast approach, which puts more of the dirty work off-site - the 
downside being that it is usually expected to take longer on site, and there will be more cement mixing 
with the associated pollution (see below)

The revised scheme still has 295 "build to rent" flats and 21 "affordable" - ie an "affordable" percentage 
of 6.6%. Avison Young's viability report in June said they couldn't even afford these:

In terms of responding to the criticism they have provided schedules of the 1-bed flats to show they are 
basically okay.  Even after the changes they still have:

• ZERO 1-bed flats in the BTR that meet the Nationally Described Space Standards*
• 57 flats out of 316 which don't meet the BRE's minimum daylighting criteria
• A lot of "1-bed" flats with internal bedrooms ie with no windows
• A lot of other flats with bedrooms accessed off living rooms (alternative fire escape being via 

balcony doors to next room)

*NDSS published 2015 are only guidance but are taken into account by planning authorities

But this is where it gets mind-bending. They have presented schedules where by including the balcony 
area as part of the flat they can get more of the flats up to minimum area. I have double checked the 
NDSS and there is no loophole for this! 

With the daylighting, I am taking the BRE's guidance that living kitchen dining rooms should achieve an 
ADF (average daylight factor) of 2%, however most developers are arguing that 1.5% is adequate, and 
even that should be reduced in "urban" areas. (Nick Townsend shared an excellent article on this 
recently)

So they are providing substandard accommodation for high rents which will also impact on the rest of us.

2 more comments relating in particular to the things that probably matter more to existing residents.

First,the "affordable" flats are stranded in a small, amenity-less block facing the backs of East  Street - I 
think that speaks for itself.

Secondly, the air quality report has been revised, it says, to include "cumulative impact assessment". 
Inevitably it concludes that the impact of construction and operation of the development is acceptable. 
But look a little closer and you realise that this means:

• there will be negative impacts but they are within the range regarded as acceptable
• they did a lot of their base comparisons along Bedminster Parade which is the worst area (it is a 

"canyon" - see appendix below)
• they have taken the view that emissions per vehicle will reduce over the coming years - which i 

hope is true - but seem to have used that to allow more vehicles to impact without being 
"significant". Milking our green future for present profit it looks like.

I'll finish by saying I had a very quick look at the site and if you adopt the kind of standards of space 
daylighting and amenity we had only 20 years ago you can get around 100 homes onto it.
                                                         

                                           

   



APPENDIX - THE CONSULTANTS - REDMORE ENVIRONMENTAL

Looking at the CV of Jethro Redmore you get a sense of the unpleasant business a lot of our experts are
in, often without wanting to be. Industrial jobs include Bahrain oil field, chemical manufacturing plant 
and waste transfer stations in the UK. 

Residential jobs include developments next to scrap metal works and several next to sewage treatment 
plants. 

I am not against developments in such areas, and happy to believe the air quality may not be so bad, 
but overall you can see that residential developers are calling in science to justify building whatever 
they can, and there is pressure on scientists to provide that justification.

Finally,  here is part of their note about street canyons, though they are saying that is what Bedminster
Green is, it's not irrelevant to some parts of the current BG proposals when taken together.
                                                     


